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ABSTRACT

Measurements for the quantification of the speaker
dimension of a database of spoken language are
presented. These measurements are'structured in
two dimensions - utterance extent and acoustic
feature. Utterance extent ranges from the
macro-acoustics of long—term statistics to the
micro-acoustics of the organisation of the
syllable, while the acoustic features cover the
phonetically motivated areas of Energy, Timing,
Excitation, and spectral Colour. An example is
given of the application of a small sub-set of“
these measurements to extract representative
speakers from a 33-speaker database of spoken
Australian English for the development of robust
speech processing for a cochlear implant project.

INTRODUCTION

The acoustic-phonetic description of the speaker
dimension of speech has received some solid
attention in recent years [2,5].” These studies
have approached the issue from the standpoint of
phonetics with acoustics used to give quantitative
backup to the phonetic judgements. In this paper,
the starting point is acoustics, and the aim is to
present a hierarchy of measurements that can
specify speaker characteristics with increasing
refinement, and to apply a subset of these
measurements to a specific practical task.

Much work in acoustical speaker characterisation
has in view high resolution speaker discrimination
for a variety of purposes. One route to this goal
is the direct route of looking for discriminating
cues. This route however begs the question of the
density of the speaker space from which test
speakers are selected. My route'is to first of allmap out the speaker space and, with progressiverefinement, plot out the trajectory of speakerswithin that space as they use language in different
”BY: and over periods of time. This approach ismotivated by the belief that speech technologyneeds an adequate model of speaker characteristicswhich is compatible with, complements: andinteracts with linguistic models of speech-

: have selected four phonetically motivatedimensions which reflect the roles of diverse
Organs of the human body that are involved in the 7ProduCtion of speech. Variance in speech timing,
energYI excitation, and spectral colour can beuniquely and independently individual; Each of
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these dimensions may be examined at more than one’
level of utterance extent (Figureul). As speech is
implemented by sets of short-term articulatory
gestures superimposed on longer term breath
resources and even longer term patterns of
articualtory status, my analysis strategy aims to
see the short-term against the background of the
long—term, and to use the long-term to constrain
the short-term descriptions. Analysis across all
the four feature domains and the timescales is in
progress but only a subset are presented by results
of its application to the speakers in a 33-speaker
database of spoken Australian English.
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Figure 1. Analysis structure for Quantification of
of Speakers (see text).

- SPEECH TIMING

The timing of speech is influenced by many factors
including the cognitive process of assembling the
message, and the musculature of respiration and

articulation. The way in which these factors
influence speech timing can be measured in
different ways ranging from the macro-timing of
overall duration of utterances, to the micro—timing
of individual articulatory gestures. The overall
duration of a lengthy utterance involving many
respiratory cycles will encompass the summation of
many different timing strategies. Measurement of
overall duration is technically trivial but
provides a foundation on which to build the timing
picture for a speaker. The direct contribution of
pauses for inspiration (respiratory) may be removed
by the decomposition of longer utterances into
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